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This paper is focused on the symbol segmentation and recognition problem within on-line sam-
pled handwritten expressions, the first stage of an overall system for understanding arithmetic
formulas. Within our system a statistical approach is used tolerating ambiguities within the sin-
gle decision stages and resolving them either automatically by additional knowledge acquired
during the following processing stages or by interaction with the user. At this state the interaction
is done by displaying next to the recognition result, the most probable symbol sequence corre-
sponding to the handwritten input, some recognition alternatives for selection by the user.

1 Introduction

We are accustomed in writing mathematical expressions containing integrals, frac-
tions, exponents or indices by hand, but there is no human-adapted way to enter these
expressions into a computer. A comfortable possibility is the analysis of the handwrit-
ing, but due to the fact that mathematical expressions contain two-dimensional infor-
mation, there are two basic problems to be solved [1]: first, focused in this paper, sym-
bol segmentation and recognition and next structure analysis for extracting the
meaning of the two-dimensional symbol positioning [2][3].

2 Soft-decision approach

Our system is based on the on-line sampled handwriting data. Hence, the input data
consists of a sequence of strokes  sampled during writing. Within
the segmentation stage a symbol hypotheses net (SHN) is generated containing sym-
bol hypotheses  consisting of the stroke sub-sequence ,

, , of the handwritten input . Thus, soft-decision segmenta-
tion is done transforming the stroke sequence  into one or more different sequences

 of symbol hypotheses represented by the corresponding path through the SHN.
Each symbol hypotheses is classified by a symbol recognition system based on Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) assigning  different symbol recognition results

 to each symbol hypotheses  of the SHN. Hence, this classification is
a soft-decision process again, transforming each symbol hypotheses sequence
into different symbol sequences .

Each decision within the segmentation and recognition stage is combined with a
certain decision probability resulting to the corresponding sequence probabilities

 and . The final classification of the symbol sequence  and
its alternatives , , is based on these probabilities.
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3 MAIN STAGES OF THE SYSTEM

3.1  Preprocessing

Based on the incoming temporally equispaced samples (pen positions) of the strokes
several preprocessing steps are carried out:
• smoothing of the data by lowpass-filtering.
• slant detection by averaging the near-vertical stroke parts within the sequence

under regard to their height and its correction by carrying out a shear.
• determination of the reference size representing a measurement for the writing

size. Caused by the two-dimensional symbol positioning within mathematical ex-
pressions, a normalization to a standard height or width is nonsensically. Hence,
the reference size determination has to be based on the size of the strokes, the only
information available at this stage. In detail, the area the surrounding rectangle of
each stroke is calculated, the square root of each stroke area is determined and their
median value is assigned to the reference size.

• the temporally equispaced points of each stroke are re-sampled spatially along the
stroke trajectory retaining the temporal order. The re-sampling distance between
two successive points is determined under regard to the reference size.

3.2  Generating the symbol hypotheses net (SHN)

Using a-priori knowledge available by prerequisites concerning the style of writing
and by restricting the alphabet to currently 84 symbols, a mixed knowledge-based and

Figure 1: Soft-decision approach and the corresponding system overview.
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statistical technique is used for generating the symbol hypotheses net [2]. In compar-
ison to other systems only analyzing stroke distances, the generation within our sys-
tem is based on stroke-specific as well as geometrical features between strokes using
additional knowledge obtained by a symbol pre-recognition stage [4].

By using this approach, a probability measurement  is ob-
tained for each possible stroke group . This probability is used for soft-deci-
sion external segmentation, i.e. only stroke groups with  are regarded
as a potential symbol (symbol hypotheses) of the handwritten expression and, hence,
only these stroke groups are included into the SHN.

Finally, probability normalization is done transferring  into the prob-
ability  influencing only the absolute value of a path through the SHN but
not the value in relation to another path probability. The probability of the path
through the SHN, i.e. the symbol hypotheses sequence , is determined by the
product of the probabilities of the path elements (see eq. (1)).

3.3  Symbol hypotheses classification

Evaluating the temporal information is the most obvious kind for recognizing on-line
sampled handwriting [5]. On the other hand, remarkable recognition results are also
concerned with image based recognition strategies used either exclusive in recogniz-
ing off-line sampled handwriting [6] or as additional feature next to the temporal in-
formation available by on-line sampling [7].

The symbol hypotheses classification system should be able to support the al-
ready done soft-decision external pre-segmentation by an internal segmentation
through symbol recognition. Focusing the symbol recognition task itself, the recogni-
tion rate should be as high as possible. Furthermore, for an automatic error correction
by determining recognition alternatives, the reliability of the results should be high, if
the result is correct, or low, if the result is wrong.

To meet all requirements, within our classification system three different feature
vector sequences are extracted by each not pre-recognized symbol hypotheses

 of the SHN [8]. One of these feature vector sequences is generated by ana-
lyzing the temporal information of writing [8], the two remaining sequences and are
extracted by the image, i.e. the result of the writing [2].

Again, soft-decision is done by considering the  most probable recognizer re-
sults  to each symbol hypotheses . This decision is based on a com-
bined generation probability  determined by a weighted multi-
plication of normalized generation probabilities, each of them obtained by a HMM-
based recognizer analyzing the different feature vector sequences. The normalization
of the generation probabilities is done to the number of feature vectors within each se-
quence considering that each feature extraction algorithm results in a different number
of feature vectors.
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For homogeneity, a generation probability  analogous to the
HMM-based symbol classification is assigned to the symbol hypotheses  pre-
recognized by the pre-recognition stage within the symbol hypotheses classification
stage. The pre-recognition is done before the HMM-based classification for separat-
ing the symbol hypotheses  representing the symbols „Dot“, „Minus“, and
„Fraction“ from the symbol hypotheses  representing any of the remaining
symbols of the alphabet [4].

The main reason for this separation is that on the hand no writing is done for the
making of a „Dot“ and on the other hand the distinction of the symbols „Minus“ and
„Fraction“, both mostly represented by a horizontal line, requires knowledge about
the positions of the remaining SHN-elements. The pre-recognition process itself is al-
most identical the stage used during the symbol hypotheses generation, in contrast to
its first use this time symbol hypotheses (up to four strokes) instead of single strokes
are applied and ambiguous recognition results are considered.

The determination of the „generation probability“  of the
most probable pre-recognition result  is done by using the median value of
the most probable generation probabilities  obtained by the
HMM-based classification of the symbol hypotheses . In case of an ambigu-
ous classification, the generation probability  of the recognition
alternative  is fixed to , .

3.4  Symbol sequence classification

The information available at this final decision stage consists of the probabilities
 obtained by generating the symbol hypotheses  and the prob-

abilities  obtained by their recognition.

Using the SHN-elements, the decision criterion given in fig. 1 can be transformed to:

. (1)

Figure 2: Image and the SHN generated by analyzing the on-line sampled data, the top-3 recognition results
are shown next to each symbol hypotheses.
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By using the Bayes theorem and assuming, that all „a-priori“-probabilities are con-
stants (  and ), the decision criterion results in:

. (2)

Focusing the left term within this decision criterion, either long or short paths through
the SHN will be preferred depending on the relation of the „a-priories“. Within the
right part, always short paths will be preferred caused by the normalization done dur-
ing the symbol hypotheses generation and classification. Hence, normalization is nec-
essary to the number of elements  within the path.

The final decision criterion for the most probable symbol sequence based on the
handwritten input and its recognition alternatives results by this normalization in:

(3)

Finally, a verification concerning the mathematical syntax based on the number of pa-
rentheses, brackets, braces and absolute value symbols is carried out. Recognition re-
sults failing this verification are considered as invalid.

4 WRITER-DEPENDENT RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT

For the recognition experiment nine writer contributed five versions of 17 different
expressions. The number of symbols within the expressions are ranging from at least
13 up to 45 symbols, on average an expressions consists of 27 symbols (in compari-
son: english words contain 5 characters on average).

Within this experiment the 10 most probable symbol sequences are generated by
the decision criterion given in eq. (3) without using any language model but using the
knowledge obtained by the (in this state quite simple) syntax verification. In tab. 1, the
averaged expression-normalized recognition result  determined by

(4)

and its ranges depending on the writer as well as on the expression are given. Some
samples of well and poor analyzed expressions are given in [9].

Table 1: Symbol sequence classification: average results and the writer- and expression-depending ranges.

Recognition rate Correct symbol sequence within ,

Average: 44% 56% 60% 63% 72%

Writer-dep. range:  28% - 68% 39% - 79% 40% - 84% 45% - 84% 54% - 87%

Expr.-dep. range: 2% - 91% 4% - 96% 11% - 96% 11% - 96% 16% - 100%
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Normalizing the recognition results to the number of symbols for achieving indepen-
dency of the complexity of the expressions within the test data base, a symbol-normal-
ized recognition rate  based on the most probable symbol sequence  can be de-
termined analogous to [1] by:

. (5)

In this case, the average recognition rate  results in more than 95% on average
ranging between 93% and 98% for the different writers and between 91% and 99% for
the different expressions of the test data set. If an error occurs, in 80% of all cases the
error is only based on wrong symbol recognizer decisions which are, furthermore,
mainly caused by a mix-up of upper and lower case letters having the same shape [8].
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